Preferred Airparts LLC, continues to invest in Quantum Control
Las Vegas, NV, October 23, 2013 – Component Control customer Preferred Airparts LLC, a wellestablished aviation supply chain company for fixed-wing and rotorcraft, continues to invest in the Quantum
ControlTM MRO and Logistics software to manage its 11 million-plus aftermarket inventory of parts and props
at its company headquarters in Kidron, Ohio. Preferred Airparts also uses Quantum at its sister-company,
Priority Air Charter LLC, a full service cargo and private passenger charter service, to manage the
company’s financial requirements.

“As our company has grown, we’ve continued to expand our investment in Quantum to enhance our
operations and become more and more efficient over time,” said Rick Yoder, Sales Associate at Preferred
Airparts. “Quantum has long been the software standard in aviation and with the new Oracle driven
scalability and performance, we’re able to significantly increase our transactions and simplify critical data
management in a very secure environment, which keeps us focused on our customers’ needs.”
The Quantum solution installed at Preferred Airparts operates on a highly scalable and secure OracleTM
database and includes a range of logistics and business modules. This includes Lot Costing to manage
purchase, teardowns, consignments and commissions, and AVREF Catalogue System integration for
accurate and up-to-date pricing and cross-reference information directly from OEM and government
procurement sources.

For more information on the specific modules purchased by Preferred Airparts,

please see appendix one below.
Quantum ControlTM is a fully integrated business software solution. Developed specifically for MRO and
logistics organisations, it promotes best practice and improves business processes with one integrated
solution running on one database that can be flexibly deployed as a dedicated in-house system, or be
hosted via a third-party cloud. Quantum Control's personalized configuration settings provide individual
users with an intuitive interface which improves the bottom line through optimized productivity.

As a

powerful, affordable and scalable solution, Quantum ControlTM extends across the supply chain using its
built-in web services fully integrated with www.StockMarket.aero.
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~~ENDS~~
About Preferred Airparts
Since 1982, Preferred Airparts has focused on exceptional customer service as the cornerstone of its
growth, offering surplus OEM parts at highly competitive prices. With over 10,000 part numbers in stock for
a puddle jumper to a jet, Preferred Airparts can offer same-day shipments on over 11 million quality
controlled parts. For more information, please visit: http://www.preferredairparts.com.
About Component Control
Component Control, based in San Diego, Calif., is a leading developer and provider of MRO and Logistics
Software solutions for the aviation industry. Its core product, Quantum Control Quantum ControlTM, provides
advanced aviation management support to original equipment manufacturers, aftermarket service divisions,
component repair and overhaul companies, fixed base operators, aircraft completion centers, airlines, MRO
facilities, and part distribution / redistribution companies. Quantum is installed in over 50 countries and can
be

deployed

as

a

single-site

or

multinational

solution.

For

more

information,

please

visit

www.componentcontrol.com.

Stockmarket.aero, also from Component Control, is an online aviation parts trading marketplace giving
users access to a comprehensive search engine that includes parts in stock, MRO capabilities and part
alternatives. Stockmarket.aero currently lists over 47 million qualified line items of inventory and caoabilities
from over 2,600 aircraft parts vendors.

In May 2012, Component Control was named winner of the ‘Best IT Software Provider’ category in the
Aircraft Technology Engineering and Maintenance Awards 2012. For more information, please visit
www.componentcontrol.com and www.stockmarket.aero.

Company Contact:
Jocelyn Scott
Executive Vice President, Customer Services
Component Control
ph: 619.696.5449
e: Jocelyn@componentcontrol.com

Appendix one:
TM
Preferred Airparts has purchased the following Quantum Control modules to transform their business:
Inventory Management
Purchase Orders & Purchase
Requests
Invoice Management
Currency Management
Multi-Tax Capability
Repair Orders
Integrated Fax Server Manager

Purchase Management
Receiving Module
Vendor Quotes
Company Management
Physical Inventory
Security
Management Reports

Quotation Processing
Sales Orders
Sales Exchange
Lot Costing
Shipping Management
Integrated Accounting
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AVREF Catalog Files
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